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T H I S IS A SMALL BUT MEATY A N D 

provocative book. It gives the reader an 
overview of the various arguments for 
MM\ against what has become known as 
"complementary and alternative medi
cine" (CAM). In addition to its bal
anced presentation, it points the way to 
possible future validation of CAM and 
dialogue concerning it. This is a hot and 
timely subject treated with scholarly seri
ousness and intensity. 

Although, as its editor, Daniel Calla
han, notes , the book is targeted for 
medical practitioners, researchers, and 
scholars of medical issues, other types of 
readers may well be enlightened by the 
work presented by these scholars. The 
book should interest both those who are 
convinced of the merits of CAM ,\nd 
those who seriously question the efficacy 
of such therapies. 

The scholars selected to present arti
cles for this collection are from varied 
disciplines: medic ine , ph i losophy , 
research methodology, cultural and folk
lore studies, and sociology. From the 
standpoint of these disciplines, they dis
cuss both the methodological problems 
and the cultural perspectives associated 
with issues in CAM. The authors present 
carefully reasoned arguments from vari
ous vantage points. As the dialogue con
tinues between CAM and conventional 
orthodox medicine (COM), many in the 
health field can benefit from the ideas 
presented here. 

This Volume can be used as a reference 
book and a starting point for study and 
future discussions. The many footnotes 
at the end of the chapters further 
increase the book's value as a resource. 

The biographical information on each 
writer reveals impressive credentials. The 
index provides another advantage for 
study and reference. The format—which 
mixes chapters on methodol
ogy with chapters on sociol
ogy—is helpful and effective. 
As the reader progresses 
through the book, he or she 
can almost feel the tensions 
involved in the discussion. 

Callahan invited 11 schol
ars to participate in this pro
ject. These highly competent 
persons were sympathetic to 
CAM, but they were also 
willing to subject it to criticism. All 
believed "that CAM is a social and medi 
cal phenomenon worth taking serious
ly." Although many physicians in COM 
oppose the use of CAM, the public 
spends billions of dollars on these new 
therapies, out of pocket. Where is COM 
failing to help? And why do so many 
people-including many well educated. 
middle-class people —believe CAM is 
helpful? 

Each author was asked to write .w\ 
article from his or her specific point of 
expertise. Callahan posed four questions 
for their consideration: (1) Is there only 
one acceptable method of scientific eval
uation? (2) H o w to lerant should 
medicine be of different methodologies 
and standards of evaluation? (3) What is 
meant in saying that a therapy does or 
docs not "work"? (4) What is a suitable 
research agenda for CAM? 

Underlying these questions are two 
others: What is the meaning of the pub
lic interest in CAM? What is lacking in 
COM? 

The first essay, by Kenneth I . 
Sehaffner, considers CAM's efficacy from 
the perspective of methodological plural 
ism. We are dealing with two different 
worldviews, Sehaffner says. CAM, he 
suggests, has evidentiary standards that 
are different from COM's . CAM can 
help us realize that the influence of belief 
systems may have powerful effects on 
health and disease, and "that discerning 
these effects may require a relaxation of 
the most Procrustean standards" (p. 12). 

David J. Hufford approaches plural 
ism from a cultural perspective, asking 
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whether what he calls "prior plausibility" 
is relevant for new therapies. Theory 
takes precedence over evidence when 
unconventional claims meet convention

al dogma, Hufford writes. "If 
medical research were more 
open to such outside claims, 
medical progress would be 
better served than by a tena
cious triumphalism asserting 
that contemporary medical 
science already knows every
thing worth knowing except 
for those new things which it 
will discover entirely on its 
own" (p. 23). 

Lorctta M. Kopelman, on the other 
hand, argues that CAM must be judged 
by the same standards as COM. Bonnie 
B. O' Connor suggests that CAM push
es us to consider methodological innova
tion. "A truly integrative approach to 
health care will have to accommodate 
multiple conceptual and healing models, 
effectively combine qualitative and quan
titative research methodologies, and give 
weight to patient as well as professional 
interests, problem definitions, and out
come measures," she writes (p. 70). 

Howard Brody discusses the placebo 
effect in CAM. David B. Larson and 
Susan S. Larson write about spirituality 
and its role in healing. To be fully com
petent and compassionate, they say, a 
physician must learn to address a 
pa t i en t ' s spiritual needs . Asbjorn 
Hrobjartsson and Stig Brorson take on 
the difficulty of properly interpreting 
results from randomized trials of ( A M 
in a way that upholds rigorous stan
dards . Wayne B. Jonas looks at the 
methodological problem of assessing 
( A M and proposes different levels of 
assessment. Tom Witmarsh discusses 
homeopathy, concluding that physicians 
using conventional medicine often pro-
side effective care for patients despite 
the absence of [random control trials] to 
validate the treatments they provide. 

Paul Root Wolpe considers the impact 
that CAM is likely to have on medical cul
ture. " C O M docs not recognize the 
mythological, ritualized, .-\n~.\ culturally 
embedded aspects of CAM's philosophy 
and praxis," he writes. " O n e of the 
strengths of CAM is the relationship with 
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the healer, the sense of personal responsi
bility an<\ the cultural and ritualized envi 
ronment in which it is offered. "COM 
tends to deny the role these dynamics play 
in healing" (p. 169). In the concluding 
essay, Alfred I. Tauber asks: What is 
medicine5 If we define medicine as science, 
he writes, we must admit that traditional 
aspirations of science are inadequate in 
addressing medicine's moral mission, 
which is providing care. Care must address 
the needs of psyche and the person 
embedded in culture. Care for the patient, 
as CAM providers remind physicians, is 
commitment to the ill. Trust engendered 
by compassion is the mandate. 

Is it possible that medicine, as we of 
the West have traditionally understood 
it, is missing something very important 
because scientific success has blinded it 
to o ther possibilities? Will Western 
COM ever recognize the Eastern think
ing that underlies much of CAM: No 
single worldview encompasses all of the 
t ru th . With humility our scientific. 
Western COM may in time learn from 
the Eastern viewpoint and CAM. 

Dorothy G. Barnard, DD 
Director of Mission 
St. Luke's Hospital 

St. Louis 

Planning Care to 
Prevent Falls 

Models of Hope, Inc 

Video, $79; i» order by phone. 408-257-4110; 

anlin e: w tew. m odclsofhopc. o rg/products. lit m I; 

fax: 40S-21~-4M6. 

"PLANNING CARE TO PREVENT FALLS** IS 

a new in-service video program available 
from Models of Hope, Inc., a not-for-
profit organization that specializes in the 
development of "best practices" in the 
care of the elderly. (Models of Hope 
produced an earlier video program called 
"Pr inciples <>t Medicat ion Admini
stration.") The new educational pro
gram includes a 15-minute video, a 
course outline that follows the video 
script, a post-test and course evaluation, 
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and an appendix entitled "Medications 
Related to Halls." 

After a general introduction concern
ing the prevalence of falls among the 
elderly, including those in nursing homes, 
the video focuses on the development of 
an effective fall-prevention program. The 
narrator notes that a proactive interdisci
plinary team is to be essential to the pro
cess. The program focuses initially on 
obtaining histories of falls .m<.\ developing 
complete medical assessments for the 
patients who have suffered them. This 
information is then utilized in developing 
an individualized care plan. 

The video then addresses the topics of 
risk factors and interventions. It explores 
the physical changes that accompany 
aging and reviews the impact of resi
dents' medications. The video includes a 
helpful appendix listing the medications 
that contribute to tails. It reviews fall risk 
factors such as visual and hearing impair
ment; mobility, gait .WK\ balance prob
lems; orthostatic hypotension; altered 
cognitive function; bladder and bowel 
dysfunction; and discusses the use of 
assistive devices. Interventions are sug
gested in each of these areas. 

The video is an excellent teaching 
tool; it is well-paced and the suggestions 
made are helpful. It includes an interdis
ciplinary team meeting, as well as com
ments from the various team members. 
Staff members are shown interacting 
with what appear to be actual patients. 
The facility portrayed seems to be a 
modern and pleasant environment. The 
inclusion of greater cultural diversity 
among the staff and patients could possi
bly appeal to a wider potential audience. 
The residents are all well-dressed; only 
one resident is shown to be bed-bound. 
The video does not show medically com
plex patients being treated in this facility. 

Charles L. Kondis 
Assista n t A dm in istra to r, 

Strategic Planning and Risk 
Management, Mercy Medical 

Daphne, AL 
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